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CHAPTER

Cash and Futures Price Relationships

There is one more building block before moving on to the operations of
people who trade in futures markets: The relationship of the prices of cash
commodities and the various futures contracts. An understanding of these relationships and factors affecting them is essential to an understanding of how
operational firms hedge and of hedging profitability. It is the key to the effective
use of futures markets by primary producers in fixing sales prices ahead of
production and the use of futures by processors and exporters in covering requirements. Speculators need to understand cash and futures price relationships
if they are to accurately forecast prices and make money. Behind these statements is the fact that futures contracts are for real; futures contracts mature and
turn into cash commodities; they represent cash inventory in store or not in store
but committed for delivery or they represent commodities in the process of
production that will inevitably move to market. Futures contracts are temporary
substitutes for cash commodities. The real world of supplies of and requirements for cash commodities determines price.
The study of price relationships is more meaningful if it is placed in the
context of hedging and the reasons hedgers hedge. The knowledge of price
relationships can then be used in considering how to hedge.

Hedging
The first step in considering hedging is to unlearn a standard concept. The
standard doctrine says that hedgers are prudent businessmen who shift risks of
ownership to speculators so that they avoid the danger of ruinous losses and
have access to equity capital. This has long been the basis for the defense of
futures trading against legislative inroads. Unfortunately, the story has been so
148
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often told that it has found its way into the textbooks and the literature evaluating the effectiveness of futures markets as hedging media.
It is less than kind to quote and then contradict an author, but Baer and
Saxon1 so aptly put the proposition that it is impossible to resist: "The whole
purpose of hedging is to remove credit and price risks or to minimize them.
Hedging is not used to make a profit, either speculative or otherwise, but to
insure one already existing or to limit a loss already threatened. It is this purpose which has caused the hedge to be termed price and credit insurance. Businessmen can, through established insurance companies, insure against such
major casualties as fire, employers' liability, explosion, and other contingencies
which, though remote, contain the possibility of great loss to anyone who suffers
the casualty. The organized insurance companies do not, however, offer insurance against price and credit risks inherent in commodity contracts and commodity positions. Yet the risks inherent in such contracts or market positions are
much less remote and sometimes more devastating than those defined as strictly
insurable casualties.
"The hedge, therefore, is used to insure the producer, dealer, or manufacturer against loss due to price changes or credit risks in commodities. Its purpose is to insure his profit or minimize his loss, one of which is always an
integral part of the business transaction in which it is employed. Its object is not
to return a speculative profit, for the reason that any profit derived in the
futures merely equalizes or offsets a loss which has been increased on a transaction or market position in the physical market or vice versa. The physical
market transaction and the exchange transaction are complementary. The
hedger, however, by insuring against speculative risks, must forego the chance
of speculative profits."
From this it follows that a perfect hedge is one that neither gains nor loses. A
perfect hedge, it is said, requires that profits or losses on cash commodities be
precisely offset by profits or losses on the futures positions. For this to happen,
the price spread between the cash commodity and the futures contracts in which
it is hedged must remain constant during the life of the hedge. The extent to
which this price spread varies is said to measure the degree of imperfection of
the hedge. Studies have been made2 comparing variations in cash prices and
cash-futures price spreads to determine the percentage effectiveness of hedging
markets. For reasons that we will eventually evolve, futures markets did not
show up well.
The first of the standard propositions that we should lay to rest is the one that
says that hedging is like insurance—it is not. Insurance is based on the law of
large numbers that make actuarial computation of average losses in any given
1 Op. cit. pp. 203-204.
2
Howell, L. D. Analysis of Hedging and Other Transactions in Grain Futures, USDA, Tech.
Bui. No. 971, 1948.
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time period, say one year, possible. The average loss plus operating costs and
returns to the insurer are spread over the insured population as premiums. It is
a scheme for socializing losses in which one insured pays a share of the losses of
the other insured and they, each, a share of his. The risks are not assumed by the
insuring company but rather pass out of existence.3 When risks are transferred
by hedging they continue to exist in quite as large measure as before. They are
assumed by the principal (s) on the other end of the futures contract(s). They
are spread more widely (note the number of speculators compared to the
number of hedgers) and are less onerous (else the speculators would not play).
Presumably, the consequences of risk to the economic systems are reduced but
the total of the risks remain.
It is important that hedgers understand that hedging is not insurance.
Hedging is an intricate activity, requiring substantial knowledge and operational skill.
Hedging was defined in an earlier chapter as the assumption of a position in
futures equal and opposite to an already existing or immediately anticipated
cash position. This is a definition descriptive of the process. We now add a
second definition: to hedge is to insulate one's business activities from price
level speculation while retaining the opportunity to speculate in basis variation.
This definition takes hedging out of the academic context of risk shifting and
puts it in the business context of trying to make a profit.
As we have seen, holders of inventories hedge to avoid the risks of ruinous
loses or because they lack equity capital. In broad context, then we can say that
the purpose of hedging is to shift the risks of price level changes. But this does
not explain why business firms hedge. They could avoid risks (or reduce them
to negligible levels) by simultaneously buying and selling the cash commodity.
The country elevator could buy only as it has firm bids, it could leave its space
empty except as it is rented to others, the exporter could sell only as he is able to
buy cash commodities, the wheat miller could buy wheat only as he makes and
sells flour, the soybean processor could sell soybean oil and meal only as they
are ready to ship, etc. But they do not. Instead, they substitute futures transactions for the selling or buying of cash transactions that would complete the
original exchange. They avoid the completing transactions and the risks of price
level changes by substituting futures contracts in their place. They shift the
risks of price level change while retaining the opportunity to profit from
changes in price relationships if the original decision to purchase or sell was
correct. Hedgers hedge to retain a profit making opportunity, that is, they do
not hedge to avoid risk but, rather, to make a profit.
Price relationships are variable and uncertain. Accordingly, positions taken in
3
This is completely true only if the number of insured is large enough, the time period long
enough, and the actuarial computation accurate. But it is the business of the insurance company to
see that they are.
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price relationships—one short and the other long—are speculative. Profits and
losses are realized depending upon the change in relationship; profits, if the
change is in line with expectations, and losses if it is not. The game that hedgers
play is one of anticipating changes in price relationships, implementing their
expectations with equal or opposite positions in cash and futures, and profiting
as they are correct and losing as they are wrong.
Hedging and Speculation. The relationship of hedging and speculation needs
to be brought into focus. It is sometimes said that hedging is the opposite of
speculation. This is not so. They are different kinds of the same thing. The
thing that is usually identified as speculation—that is, long or short positions in
futures contracts—is speculation in changes in price level. The thing that we
identify as hedging—that is, long cash and short futures or vice versa—is
speculation in price relationships. We may be able to make this difference
clearer by considering the case of a farmer with a bin full of wheat. He is long
cash wheat. He is speculating in the level of wheat prices and in the relationship of the price of his specific lot of wheat to the general level of wheat prices.
If he hedges, he ceases to speculate in the level of wheat prices while continuing to speculate in the relationship of his wheat to the general level. Thus,
hedging and speculation are not opposite; in fact they are conceptually similar.
They are just different kinds of speculation.
The process of hedging divides the process of speculation into two parts:
price level and price relationship. We have noted that futures become a sale for
the hedgers who are long and a purchase for the hedgers who are short. Because
hedging is extensively practiced by people who market commodities for which
there are futures markets, futures become the central focus and pricing point of
the system. Futures prices represent the general level of the price, and the
multitude of cash prices that exist at any given time are established in relation
to the futures.
What, then, is a perfect hedge ? If we accept the notion that hedgers hedge to
make profits, it follows that a bad hedge is one that loses money and a good
hedge is one that makes money. Extending this, a perfect hedge is one that
makes all of the money.

Basis in Storage Markets

Before looking at price relationships we must divide the world of futures
trading into two major parts—storage and nonstorage markets. Until recently
futures trading was limited to commodities suitable for relatively long term
storage. A body of knowledge about price relationships was built up. This,
unfortunately does not apply to futures markets for nonstorable commodities.
The essence of hedging is speculation in basis. The analysis of basis is a
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field of its own, quite separate from the field of price analysis. It is a study of
cash and futures price relationships.
Basis. The basis is the price of a cash commodity at the delivery point in
relation to the nearby or dominant future. If in February we say that the corn
basis is 2 over, we mean that No. 2 yellow corn is selling for 2 cents more
than March futures contracts.
Statements of basis can be modified by location and by time. For example, we
can say that the east-central Illinois basis is 7 under, or the New Orleans basis is
14 over, in these instances designating a location different from the delivery
point but again referring to the nearby future. It is sometimes useful to refer to
the cash price in relation to the more distant future. For example, in October we
may be concerned with the price of soybeans at interior elevators in relation to
the May future. In this case we would say that the track basis is 15 under May.
For users of futures markets, the important basis is that one that applies to the
operational problem at hand.
One Price. The various individual prices of a commodity are functionally
interrelated. On November 13, 1975 some prices of No. 2 yellow corn were:
Track, Illinois Points
To Arrive Chicago
Minneapolis
Baltimore
Gulf Ports

$2.42
2.52
2.49
2.65
2.75

December futures
March futures
May futures
July futures
September futures

$2.641/4
2.72
2.76y4
2.773/4
2.70

These several prices are an integrated part of the price level of corn. They
should be thought of as one price; the parts of which vary only with time and
place of delivery. The system of price differences is intricate but simple in
concept. There is one central price of corn; the multitudinous individual prices
over time, space, quality, and state of processing fall into place about the
central price. The principle of one price within one market, in which the
market is construed as the area of economic intercourse, applies to commodities
traded in futures markets more than in any other area of the economic system.
Cash and Futures Prices in the Delivery Month. The price of the cash
commodity and its futures price must be equal in the delivery month. If the
futures price were above the cash price, the cash commodity would be bought,
the futures sold, and delivery made. If the cash price were above the futures
price, users would buy futures and stand for delivery as the cheapest source of
supply. Thus, arbitrage in cash and futures markets forces the two prices to be
equal.
All of this is fine in theory, but even the most casual student is aware that
cash prices of storable commodities, particularly grains, are nearly always
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higher than the futures during delivery months. These differences arise out of
technical considerations of delivery, are limited in their possible size, and do not
violate the principle. There are several reasons for the cash premium:
1. The precise time of delivery is not known. Delivery is made at the option
of the seller, and the buyer does not know whether he will get delivery on the
first day, the last day, or somewhere in between. It is not possible to run plants
or meet shipping schedules on such an uncertain basis. Thus, the cash commodity is worth a bit more than the futures. The premium may be substantial in
periods of short cash supply where the commodity is needed immediately. Cash
and futures are not perfect substitutes until the last day of the month, typically
several days after futures trading has been stopped (seven business days in the
case of grain). While premiums may be large early in the delivery month, they
decrease as the month progresses.
2. The precise quality is not known. Several different grades can be delivered
on most futures at discounts from or at premiums to the contract grade. Users
have specific quality requirements and therefore prefer buying in cash markets
to taking delivery.
3. Sometimes load-out and switching charges must be paid. For example,
grain bought "To Arrive" by rail can be switched to any point in the Chicago
area without additional freight charge but if delivery is taken, load-out and
switching charges are incurred. This is the principal reason for the premiums on
cash grain.
4. The value of freight billing accompanying some commodities (grain in
particular) on delivery is different for different lots. Minimum-value billing is
usually furnished with delivery.
There are occasions when the cash is at a discount under the futures during
the delivery month. These arise when the cash commodity does not meet delivery requirements with regard to its location. For example, grain must be in
store in a certified warehouse in Chicago for delivery except during the last
three days of the month when delivery in rail cars is permitted. If there is no
available warehouse space, the cash price may be below the contract price by the
cost of holding grain until space is available. This sometimes occurs during the
first month of the crop year—December for corn, July for wheat, etc. Another
example, the price of cash pork bellies may be below the futures price during
accumulation months by the cost of putting bellies in storage. The point of this
is that spot commodities differ from the in-store commodities that are priced by
futures. In-store commodities can be bought and these prices do, indeed, equal
the futures prices at the conclusion of trading.
There are two points to be kept in mind about cash and futures prices in the
delivery month:
First, because of delivery provisions, futures contracts are commercially real
and prices must reflect values at which the commodity can be moved into
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consumption. Although only a very small percent of contracts are actually
delivered, the opportunity to make or take delivery is always present and
enough deliveries are made and taken to keep futures contract values in line
with cash values. Note, that in a sense, the moment of truth comes in the
delivery month. Prices of futures contracts can be out of touch with reality until
first notice day but during the delivery month the assets are put on the auction
block and must go for what they will fetch for use.
Second, in the delivery month the differences between cash and futures prices
are based on commercial factors that are consistent from year to year and that
can be expected to prevail at future times. That is, if No. 2 yellow corn trades at
four cents over the July in July, 1975 it will probably trade four cents over the
July in 1976, etc.
Cash and Futures Prices Over Time. The relationship of cash and futures
prices is based on the theory of the carrying charge. This theory rests on three
facts: (1) Storable commodities are produced at one time of year and used at
fairly even rates throughout the year so that inventories must be carried from
harvest forward, (2) There are costs in storing and maintaining the quality of
commodities, and (3) There is virtually no cost in holding futures contracts.
From these three facts it follows that cash prices should increase in relation to
futures prices as the storage season progresses.
One of the clearest examples of this seasonality and the behavior of price
relationships is that of corn. We will illustrate with it.
If one buys a July corn futures contract in October with the intention of
taking delivery and processing, distilling, or exporting the corn, the only cost is
incurred in the small margin deposit required to guarantee the contract. On the
other hand, if one buys cash corn in October for sale or use the following July,
one must provide space that has an investment, depreciation, and maintenance
cost, operate the space, and have the full value of the grain invested. Because
there is no cost in holding futures contracts, there is no reason to expect futures
prices to increase regularly from harvest to the following summer. Because
there are costs in holding cash corn, there should be, on balance, an increase in
price during the season equal to the cost of storage.
The delivery months for corn are December, March, May, July, and September. Basis theory suggests that at harvest the price of cash corn should be below
the December futures price by the cost of carrying corn from harvest to December, that December should be less than March by the cost of storage from
December to March, etc. We should not expect September to fit the pattern
because it is a transition month, coming before the new crop is readily available
but being affected by early harvest in some parts of the country. Such a general
pattern was noted in the prices of November 13, 1975 above. At the end of the
crop year, the cash price should fall to reflect, again, the new crop situation with
its cost of storage. Schematically, the pattern appears thus:
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FIGURE 4.

This pattern assumes no change in the price level of corn, the only change
being in the relationship of cash and futures prices. The level of price does
change, and it changes almost continually, so that at any given time the nature
of change in cash grain prices is twofold: price level change and basis change.
The reason for the differences among prices of the several futures contracts
for each grain is the carrying charge. The carrying charge consists of three
parts: storage, interest, and insurance. In 1970 the warehouse tariff for grain delivered on the Chicago Board of Trade was 6/100 cents per bushel per day.
Grain in storage must be owned. Money can be borrowed on hedged grain at 1/2
point over the prime rate. Insurance rates could not exceed $1.00 per $100 valuation per year, and in modern elevators they were less. The carrying charge for December to March is equal to the elapsed time from the first delivery day in
December (Dec. 1) to the first delivery day in March (March 1), or 90 days.
At 6/100 cent the total storage charge for 90 days was 5.4 cents; at $1.00, the
maximum insurance cost was l/j cent for the period; interest at 7 percent with
corn at $1.15 per bushel amounted to 2 cents. The total carrying charge was thus
7.65 cents for the three month period or 2.554- per month.4
The full carrying charge as illustrated is the maximum discount that the
* The calculations shown here use the rates applicable to 1970 so that they are consistent with
Figure 5. Inflation during the 1970-75 period results in nonrepresentative averages, hence the use of
the decade of the 1960's.
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nearby future can be under the next delivery month. Should the difference be
wider, speculators could take delivery, hedge in the next delivery month, pay
the charges, and make a profit. And so this does not happen. But if the basis and
the spreads are determined by the carrying charge, we should expect a long run
tendency for the relationships to approximate the charges.
So much for theory. What really happens ? Figure 5 is a basis chart of corn
prices for the 10 crop years 1959-68. Basis charts can be constructed in several
different ways and each experienced basis operator tends to develop his own
eccentricities. Three general forms are described here. The purpose of a basis
chart is to visually describe the changes in price relationships that have taken
place in the past and that are currently taking place. This is an aid to forecasting the changes in relationships that determine the degree of success of hedging
operations.
The essence of making a basis chart is to set one price equal to zero and plot
the other prices under consideration around it; they differ only in which price is
set equal to zero. One type is to make the cash price central to the hedging
problem equal to zero. If the storage-merchandising operation is located at the
terminal where the futures market is, the terminal cash price is used. If it is
located in the interior the local price is used, etc. This procedure has the
advantage of focusing attention on the price of the cash commodity that is central to the hedging operation. A second advantage is that the cash price is continuous through time whereas futures come into existence, mature, and expire
so that if a futures price is set equal to zero the zero line has to be changed from
time to time—no one zero line is good for the whole of a crop year, from
preplanting until harvest of the succeeding crop year.
A second form of basis chart is to set the last maturing contract of a crop year
equal to zero and plot all other prices in relation to it. This has the advantage of
portraying the cash price as gaining in relation to the future—of the futures
remaining constant because of their lack of carrying cost while the cash gains
because of its carrying cost, a la the theory of the carrying charge. The disadvantages are that such a chart will not span a whole crop year of 18 to 20
months and the focus is on the distant future while the focus of trading is on
the nearby.
The third form is to set the nearby future equal to zero and switch to the next
future as the nearby expires, etc. This has the advantages of portraying the cash
as gaining in relation to the future and of concentrating attention on the nearby
cash-futures relationship as the market does in actual practice. Further, it will
span an entire crop year.
Figure 5 is the third type. The December future was set equal to zero and the
two cash prices—To Arrive Chicago and On Track, Central Illinois Points—
and the other futures prices plotted over and under. The cash prices prior to
harvest were for harvest shipment—by December 15—rather than spot ship-
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ment and were thus forward contracts. The change to the next delivery month
was made on the first delivery day of the expiring month. The next month was
located in relation to the expiring month on the basis of the difference that
existed on the changeover date. The ten year average difference between
December and March on the last Friday in November was 4.3 cents; this
amount determined the location of the March zero line.
The figure is broadly and generally consistent with the theoretical pattern.
The cash prices gained in relation to the futures, nearby futures were below the
later deliveries, and the futures prices maintained generally stable relationships.
But there were two major deviations from the theory that require its modification. First, the cash price did not gain in relation to the futures at a regular rate
At four week intervals the To Arrive price relative to the July futures was:
October 13
November 10
December 10
January 6
February 3
March 3

11.0 under
11.8 under
8.0 under
3.7 under
3.9 under
4.2 under

March 31
April 28
May 26
June 23
July 14

1.7 under
. 5 over
2.2 over
2.8 over
2.9 over

From harvest to early January the cash gained 7.3 cents in relation to the July
future, a rate of .261 cents per day, more than the full carrying charge rate of
.085 cents. From early January to the expiration of trading in the July future the
gain was 6.6 cents or .035 cents per day, an amount on the general order of one
half of a full carry. This pattern was consistent throughout the ten year period
so that the average was representative.
Second, the differences among the futures were much less than a full carrying
charge. The average differences among the futures during their common periods
and full carrying charges were:

December-March
March-May
May-July

Average
Difference

Full
Carry

3.2
2.7
2.3

7.7
5.2
5.2

An example is useful in describing the processes by which differences are
established. During the delivery month the basis and the spreads are established
by the actions of terminal elevators in making deliveries and placing hedges.
On October 29, 1964, the price of to-arrive corn was $1.15. December futures
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were $1.18l/2, and March futures were $1.22%. A terminal elevator has to
decide whether to buy cash corn and hedge in December futures or to merchandise such purchases as it makes and whether to place hedges in the nearby
December or in March or even farther forward.
The cash corn decision is made on the basis of anticipated earnings. The
potential earnings for putting corn in storage were 3V2 cents for the month of
November, more than a full carrying charge because at that time the market
was glutted by the corn harvest. Corn was crying for a home and bidding a stiff
price to get it. Two weeks earlier the decision would have been very different
because to-arrive corn was 2I/2 cents over the December.
The decision whether to place hedges in the December or March futures was
more difficult. The spread was 41^ cents, substantially less than a full carrying
charge. Elevators would like to have a full carrying charge but will take less to
avoid the risk of losing control of inventory. When hedged grain is delivered, it
may be taken and held by the receiver; in that case the elevator no longer holds
title but acts as a public warehouse.
Elevators are reluctant to lose control for several reasons: (1) The grain may
be ordered shipped, leaving empty space that earns nothing; half a loaf is better
than none. (2) If grain is delivered, the elevator must keep a sufficient amount
of the delivered quality on hand to back the warehouse receipts, reducing the
quantity that it can use for blending with off-grade grain. (3) Merchandising
opportunities are lost; terminal elevators are primarily merchandisers, and grain
that is out on delivery cannot be merchandised. (4) If elevators lose control,
grain may remain in position when the elevator could make more money by
moving it out to make room for the next crop.
Typically, elevators do not place grain on delivery if they do not expect to
recapture it. If the spread between futures is narrow, they may place grain on
delivery, expecting that the delivered grain will be redelivered by speculators.
This action will depress the nearby future in relation to the more distant ones so
that the nearby can be bought and the distant sold at a more favorable spread.
The elevator management must formulate a judgment of the most favorable
spread at which it can move its hedges forward and, at a smaller spread, deliver
grain. In making this judgment, it looks at existing supplies, supplies to come,
demands for use and shipment, and the amount of available space. It is a
complex judgment, and first delivery day is nearly always a time of intense
interest.
The opposite ends of these futures trades by warehousemen are taken by
speculators; they buy the hedges. They pay premiums for the deferred deliveries. If they are to make money the cash price must increase by more than
the amount of the premium. They pay, indirectly, the storage that the warehouseman receives indirectly. As the spreads are wide, they are paying more
storage than when the spreads are narrow. Thus, they, on occasion, take de-
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livery to try and narrow the spreads and move their long positions forward at
less cost. There is a contest between hedgers who try to widen carrying charges
and speculators who try to narrow them. Any speculator can take delivery and
carry the cash commodity forward by paying the full carrying charge but few
do. The warehousemen are large scale operators who have skill and money.
Only the professional speculators are equipped to oppose them; the effective
competition in the storage market is provided by the large scale speculators.
In the final analysis, the nearby basis and spreads boil down to the supply of
and demand for space. When stocks at the terminal are large and grain is
flowing to market rapidly, the cash price is weak in relation to the nearby future
and spreads are wide. But when stocks are small, the commodity is flowing to
market slowly, and demand for shipment is vigorous, the price of storage
decreases.
The basis and spreads, then, are the going market price of storage, based on
the principle of the cost of storing the cash commodity, but modified by the
specific supply-demand situation. Commodities move into storage when the
price of storage is favorable and move out of storage when the price is unfavorable. In the short run, the critical price-of-storage decisions are made by the
terminal operators. But these decisions are conditioned by the flow of the
commodity out of country locations. The rate of flow is affected by the supply of
and demand for storage in nonterminal locations. If the price of storage at
outside points is favorable, the commodity does not move, and vice versa. Thus,
terminals and country locations compete in the storage market, and the price of
storage reflects the total storage supply-demand structure.
Selected Variants. The ten year average experience for corn is a good norm
from which to depart. It is typical of price relationship behavior for stored
commodities. But there are major individual year variations that are significant
in actual hedging operations and that are useful in understanding the factors
affecting basis. Figures 6 and 7 show two individual years of soybean basis.
Here the charts were drawn with July, the most distant old crop future not
affected by new crop conditions, equal to zero.
The crop year 1965-66 was selected because of its typicalness. The futures
were arranged in a carrying charge structure and traversed fairly parallel
courses. Both cash prices moved essentially parallel courses. Both cash prices
moved essentially parallel to the futures prior to harvest (there is no cost of
storing a growing crop), gained rapidly immediately after harvest, and gained
gradually during the balance of the growing season; our modified theory is
vindicated.
The crop year 1966-67 was selected because of its atypicalness. The relationships broke every rule of reasonable behavior that we have developed to this
point. The season started well with cash and futures prices arrayed in a carrying
charge structure, but starting in October the cash gained in relation to the
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futures and the nearby futures gained in relation to the more distant ones so
that the market was turned upside down. Note particularly that the November
expired 6.5^ over the July, that in mid-January the price of January was 7.8^
over the July, and that the cash price in January was nearly 10^ over the July.
Following March, the market righted itself so that during May, June, and July
the pattern was similar to the preceding year. Actual prices on four selected
dates were:
Date

III. Points

Cash Chi.

Nov.

Jan.

Mar.

May

July

Sept. 30
Nov. 18
Jan. 13
Mar. 10

2.92
2.935/s
2.915/s
2.84

2.975/s
2.995/8
2.97/s
2.90/ 8

2.98/ 2
3.055/g

3.03/2
2.98
2.95/ 2

3.09
2.97/s
2.91/s
2.88

3.12*$
2.99
2.89%
2.88/2

3.14
2.995/g
2.8734
2.88/8

What happened ? An understanding requires that we look at the specifics of
the crop year. The price of soybeans had been high during the preceding crop
year. There was an unusual increase in product demand which, coupled with a
moderate sized crop, appeared likely to pull the carryover down to minimum
pipeline supplies. Weather was bad through mid-August, threatening a small
1966 crop. Prices of the new crop rose rapidly during the summer. As was noted
in an earlier chapter, this threat ended with the crop estimate of September 9.
From that time on the general course of prices was downward; from $3.44 the
July futures declined to $2.75 at the expiration of trading in July, 1967.
Encouraged by the high prices of the preceding summer, the major price
increase from harvest of 1965 to summer 1966, and the threatened shortage,
farmers held an unusually large proportion of the crop. Exporters had made
sales of cash soybeans for harvest shipment and covered by buying November
futures. Processors had sold cash oil and meal and covered in futures. On
September 30, Reporting Hedgers were long 85 million bushels and short 31
million bushels. At no time during the entire crop year did the hedgers get net
short. The hedgers stood for delivery and the price to the country was bid up to
draw enough supply to satisfy the immediate requirements. At the core of the
matter, the farmers were long cash and the speculators short futures which, as
contracts matured, turned into cash positions. But the speculators knew that the
crop was back in the country and would eventually move to market. They
judged that the equilibrium price would turn out to have been less than the
harvest price plus the cost of storage and refused to bid up the distant delivery
months. As time passed, it became increasingly apparent that there would be a
major increase in carryover and the planting intentions released in March indicated an increase in the size of the 1967 crop. Farmers gradually gave up and
sold, letting the speculators out of their short positions. From the basis chart it
is apparent that the farmers held the whip hand with the expiring of the
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November contract and through most of the trading in January futures but they
lost their power with the trading in March. Note that the March contract
declined from nearly five cents over the July at the first of February to expire
barely even with July.
Inverse carrying charges, such as these, are a negative price of storage; the
market is not only failing to offer payment for storage, but is charging for the
privilege of owning cash inventory. On January 13, "To Arrive" soybeans Chicago were 9.7^ over the July futures. The market was saying: "You may buy
cash, store until July, and deliver at a guaranteed loss of 9.7^." In the face of
this unprofitable proposition he who wanted to own soybeans because he
thought the price was going up should have preferred the ownership of futures
to cash. As it turned out, any ownership was a bad idea but the ownership of
futures, rather than cash, lost less as well as avoiding the cost of storage. Had
prices gone up, owning futures would have been a great deal more profitable
than holding cash.
It appears that the cause of this carrying charge inversion was the failure of
farmers to respond rationally to the cash-futures price relationship. Had they
sold cash as soon as the price of storage, as shown in price relationships, went
below cost and replaced the cash with futures the inversion would not have
occurred.
The matter of inverse carrying charges is not this simple. It gets involved
with normal backwardation, risk premiums, market bias, and the effects of
speculation on prices. It has been much discussed in the literature of futures
trading. At a later point, we will consider the question further but for operational purposes we can consider that the relationships of cash to futures and
among futures are the going market price of storage.
Carrying Charges in Nonseasonal Markets. The seasonality of production is
an essential part of the carrying charge structure. At the beginning of each new
season the cash price goes back to its beginning of the year before and the first
new crop future begins at the level of the same maturity the year before as
shown in Fig. 4. If it is anticipated that supplies will be greater or requirements
smaller in the second year, the right hand side of the diagram slides down so
that the whole of the new crop structure is lower and vice versa. So long as the
price level of the commodity remains stable over several seasons, as commodity
prices tend to do except for monetary inflation, there is a seasonal rise and
abrupt fall in cash prices and futures prices move generally sidewise.
However, some commodities, as, for example, silver are stored in substantial
quantities, but inventories do not have a regular seasonal pattern. Silver is
primarily a by-product of the production of other metals. Production is on the
general order of 250 million ounces and use on the order of 430 million ounces
per year. The size of silver stocks is unknown, but various estimates run up to
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5 billion ounces. An unknown amount can be melted from ornaments and coins
that have been fabricated over the centuries. The point is that some day silver
stocks will be exhausted and prices will have to go high enough to increase
production and/or reduce use. In the meantime stocks will be carried.
The existence of inventories forces a carrying charge because of the cost of
storage and interest. Metal dealers and warehousemen carry their inventories
hedged in silver futures. As the carrying charges are less than full, they deliver
and move hedges forward only as full carrying charges are offered—there is no
danger of losing the inventory because of the large stock. Speculators pay the
current spot price plus storage and interest to the more distant delivery. The
effect is to force a continually rising price of spot silver relative to silver futures.
If the carrying charge is greater than the normal secular increase in silver prices
resulting from inflation, the total price structure must periodically collapse or
silver futures must have a chronic downward bias.
Assume that the rate of inflation is six percent per year, that the real rate of
interest is a positive three percent so that the nominal rate is nine percent, and,
for purposes of simplification, that there is no warehouse charge. If the spot
silver goes up at the inflation rate, futures will have to decline. Diagrammatically it is:

4.44
4.40
4.36
4.30
4.24
4.18
4.12
4.06
4.00

J A N .1

FEB.1

MAR.1

APR.1

MAY 1

JUNE1

JUL.Y1

AUG. 1

5EFT.1

OCT. 1

NOV.)

DEC 1

JAN.i
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In theory, such a chronic erosion of carrying charges should exist. But the
nature of price uncertainty and speculative behavior is such that it does not.
Were spot prices to remain on such a stable course such a bias would develop
and the market would die. A consistent downward bias is too discouraging to
long speculators to persist. Instead, the market moves upward in speculative
surges and periodically collapses.

Temporal Price Relationships in Nonstorage Markets
The essential characteristic of price relationships in storage markets is the
functional interrelationship that is forced by the need to store until a later time
and to ration the supply over a protracted period such as one year. This functional relationship is a key consideration in the use of futures markets. The
essential characteristic of price relationships in futures markets for nonstorable
commodities is that there is no functional relationship. The price of each
delivery period is a true forecast of the equilibrium price that will prevail at that
future time. It is not possible to carry product forward to a time in the future,
increasing present price and reducing the price in the future. The product that is
ready for market at a given time must move through marketing channels and
into consumption at that time and no other. It must carry the price that it will
fetch in consumer markets; there is no waiting for tomorrow for a smaller supply or greater demand. Production cannot be accelerated and moved into consumption in response to current high prices; an unlaid egg can be neither fried
nor poached—only done without.
This overstates the case because nothing is perfectly storable nor completely
perishable. Some commodities approach perfect storability as in the case of
silver or platinum and others can be stored for quite long periods. Under price
support programs, the government has held such items as corn, wheat, cotton,
and cottonseed oil for several years without major deterioration—they made
futures contract grade when taken out. Even the most perishable items can be
held for a limited time. Cattle can be fed to heavier weights and still make
contract grade or sold at lighter weights to increase current market supplies but
the variability is limited.
Some futures contracts are written to guarantee some minimum degree of
perishability. For fresh eggs, only one reinspection is permitted; past one day
following reinspection, a given lot is no longer deliverable on a fresh egg
contract. While pork bellies are in the storable category, there is a limit on the
age of bellies that can be delivered. Bellies placed in storage prior to December
1 cannot be delivered on contracts maturing in the following calendar year.
This planned perishability is especially interesting in view of the long held
notion that futures trading is feasible only for fully storable commodities. A key
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rationalization—not the reason—-in banning futures trading in onions was their
relatively high degree of perishability. The success of cattle, hog, and fresh egg
futures trading is conclusive proof of the error of the earlier thinking.
The first of the strictly nonstorable commodities traded was live cattle. At the
outset traders were confused about the price relationships that should exist.
Bound by tradition, they looked for a crop year and a carrying charge structure. Who would hedge in a noncarry market ? It became quickly apparent that
to buy the more distant months because a proper futures market should have a
carrying charge was a nearly certain way to lose money. Being artists at survival,
the traders quickly modified this notion and started looking at potential changes
in market supplies and consumer demand that might result in change in the
current market price by the time of contract maturity.
Table 9 shows three years of cash and futures prices of cattle.1 The 1973-75
period was one of unusually great variability. There was general inflation with
rising consumer incomes; hence, increasing demand for meat. During 1973, the
supply of beef per capita decreased for the first time in many years, putting
upward pressure on prices. In the spring, consumer resistance moderated the
increase. Price ceilings on meat were imposed in the early summer. This had two
strengthening effects: (1) consumers lost their price sensitivity in the face of
threatened shortage and bought everything available, putting much of it in
storage in home freezers and (2) anticipating an end to ceilings, cattle feeders
held cattle off of the market and fed them to heavier weights. Prices rose. The
two forces reduced consumption and increased supplies. The bubble broke in
August and there followed a long period of liquidation into summer, 1974.
Feed production conditions were very poor in 1974 threatening feed supplies
and cattle prices rose. The very poor crop materialized and a liquidation of cattle
herds followed, with range cattle going directly to slaughter instead of to feed.
The increased supplies weighed on the market into early 1975 before the real
decrease in production took effect and prices again rose. Consumer resistance
again put prices down during the second half of 1975. In 1975, feed crops were
of record size and the number of cattle on feed was increasing rapidly, foreshadowing eventually larger beef supplies as 1975 ended. Such were the commercial forces behind the gyrations in cash cattle prices. Examination of the
data reveals three things: ( l ) all prices rise and fall together, (2) variation in
cash prices and nearby deliveries is greater than in more distant deliveries, and
(3) there is substantial independence of the more distant deliveries and the cash
and among the various deliveries.
Summarization of the table in which the eight up and down legs of cash
1
Cash cattle and futures prices during the delivery month are not exactly comparable. The cash is
the average for the entire month, while futures is the average before trading was suspended in the
delivery month, about % as long. In strictly comparable periods cash, Omaha, averaged $0.67 below
futures.
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Table 9. Cash Cattle and Cattle Futures Prices, Chicago Mercantile Exchange,
Monthly Averages of Daily Closing Prices, Dollars per CWT.

Month

Choice
Steers Feb.
Omaha 1973

Apr.
1973

June
1973

Aug.
1973

Oct.
1973

Dec.
1973

Feb.
1974

Apr.
1974

June
1974

Aug.
1974

Oct.
1974

42.71
43.84
45.92
44.38

42.70
44.09
45.74
43.25
45.91
47.63

41.98
43.43
44.91
43.11
45.52
47.24
50.93
56.72

41.42
42.62
43.80
42.65
45.15
47.14
51.75
55.64
43.48
41.71

41.28
42.50
43.32
42.81
45.25
47.21
52.41
56.50
45.40
44.91
40.56
38.64

42.34
43.37
43.06
45.35
47.35
52.59
57.07
48.11
48.30
45.28
46.06

43.28
42.99
45.03
47.02
51.87
56.67
48.31
48.94
46.27
48.00

46.83
51.68
56.72
48.42
49.16
46.38
48.13

50.94
55.92
47.91
48.59
45.71
47.60

47.42
47.89
45.02
46.86

Aug.
1974

Oct.
1974

Dec.
1974

Feb.
1975

Apr.

June

Aug.

1975

1975

1975

Oct.
1975

52.93
52.26
48.32
47.64
41.59
37.21
46.02
48.46

51.81
52.07
48.83
49.91
39.69
37.49
46.30
46.70
39.41
41.09

51.60
52.14
49.36
47.02
39.26
37.42
45.73
45.19
38.11
42.96
38.53
38.12

46.96
39.13
37.12
45.51
44.81
41.21
44.06
40.57
41.14

37.06
36.73
45.41
45.38
41.77
44.03
41.28
41.90

45.65
46.10
43.02
45.29
42.46
42.60

46.33
43.30
45.02
42.24
42.68

42.43

Oct.
1975

Dec.
1975

Feb.
1976

Apr.

June

Aug.

1976

1976

1976

Oct.
1976

38.69
36.81
36.77
39.27
40.33
43.51
41.91
42.07
47.79
47.79

38.83
36.93
36.90
38.92
39.39
41.74
40.84
42.04
47.21
44.59
45.83
47.03

SI.02
38.74
38.81
40.67
40.37
42.77
45.29
41.69
43.48
43.70

40.17
40.05
42.98
44.45
40.81
41.90
41.71

40.61
43.65
44.92
41.72
42.79
42.81

44.11
41.53
42.16
42.69

42.05
42.16

1973

Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

40.31 42.84
43.07 44.47
45.28
44.76
45.71
46.65
48.11
53.39
44.79
40.65
37.47
38.87

1974

Feb.
1974

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June
July

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June

July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

47.22
46.22
42.42
40.86
40.04
37.50
43.60
46.52
41.24
39.72
37.77
37.13

Feb.
1975

1975

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June

July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.

Nov.
Dec.

50.95
46.57

36.17
34.68
36.14
42.68
48.35
52.21
50.41
47.84
49.64
48.27
45.49
45.62

37.10
35.08

Apr.

June

1974

1974

53.80
48.61
43.17
42.20

54.30
51.50
46.23
45.65
41.04
36.47

Apr.

June Aug.

1975

1975

1975

38.00
36.72
37.96
42.50

38.70
37.54
38.59
43.29
48.47
53.42

38.82
37.22
37.65
41.08
43.86
48.63
46.77
47.27

cattle prices are compared to the maturities about six months forward is as
shown on following page.
Note that the cash prices had a net increase of $5.18 during 35 months, but
traded up and down to a total of $93.58, leaving intramonth changes out of
account. Futures contracts about six months forward had a net increase for
the period of $.62 but traded up and down to a total of $71.06. Futures moved
about three-fourths as much as cash. Only in late 1975 did cash and futures
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Futures

Jan.-Aug. 1973
Aug.-Nov. 1973

+ 13.08
-15.92

Nov. 1973-Jan. 1974

+ 9.75

Jan.-June 1974
June-Aug. 1974

- 9.72
+ 9.02

Aug. 1974-Feb. 1975

-11.84

Feb.-June 1975

+ 17.53

June-Nov. 1975

-

6.72

Dec. 1973
Feb. 1974
Apr. 1974
June 1974
June 1974
Oct. 1974
Dec. 1974
Dec. 1974
Apr. 1975
Apr. 1975
Aug. 1975
Aug. 1975
Dec. 1975
Feb. 1976
Apr. 1976

+15.22
-11.79
-10.40
-10.21
+ 7.92
+ 6.79
-14.18
+ 7.77
+ 8.65
- 8.66
- 9.11
+ 11.41
+ 4.81
+ 2.81
+ 1.73

but stayed 7.81 above cash
"
8.80
"
8.91
"
and remained above cash
and returned to cash
but below cash
and was above cash
and was 3.58 below cash
"
" 10.47
"
but was below cash

move in opposite directions. The dominant influence on cattle futures prices is
the cash cattle price.
In nearly all cases, the movement in futures prices was less than in the cash.
The only exception was the runup in 1973. The futures market appeared to
participate in the expectation that prices would rise with the ending of price
ceilings.
But futures prices do not just move up and down with cash prices, with
the amount of movement dampening the farther forward the contract reaches.
Note in August, 1973, the ascending price structure through February with a
decline subsequent to February. The market may have been saying: "Strength
will persist until enough time passes to produce a larger supply and then the
price will decline." Note that the forward contracts increased much less than
cash during the first half of 1975 in contrast to 1973. The market seemed to
be saying the rise was a fluke and wouldn't persist. Note that there was a
tendency for June futures to be above April and August, suggesting a concept
of a normal seasonal price variation.
What do these things tell us about how traders think in buying and selling
contracts ? First, the dominance of the cash price suggests that the basic forecast
of the market seems to be that the price is as it should be and will not change.
Second, there is a substantial skepticism about the validity of recent change.
While saying that the present price will generally continue it also appears to
say that the recent change is an aberration, will not last, and that prices will
return to their earlier level. There is apparently an element of surprise when
prices change. Third, markets do look ahead, anticipate supplies to come to
market at a later time, and adjust prices in line with expectations.
While it is true that there can be no relationship of prices induced by storage
stocks in the case of nonstorable commodities it should be recognized that there
is a functional relationship that results from production planning. Presumably,
producers form expectations about supplies and requirements that will exist at
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future times and adjust their own production up or down. If this is the case,
resources are committed to production in a way that is expected to result in
stable prices. The effect of production planning on price relationships among
several delivery periods is toward an equalization of prices which is precisely
the phenomenon that we have observed.
Price Relationships over Space

The use of futures markets by people engaged in the cash commodity trades
is not restricted to firms located at futures delivery points. While futures contracts for some commodities provide for delivery at a multiplicity of points,
most do not. In most cases delivery is restricted to a single delivery point,
generally, at the point of the futures market. But only a small fraction of the
commodities to which the futures transactions relate move to or through the
delivery point. Thus, the relationship of prices at the delivery points to prices
elsewhere is important. Such questions occur as: How can corn purchased at
New Orleans at a price higher than Chicago be hedged in Chicago futures ? Or
can soybeans located in Yokahama, Japan be satisfactorily hedged in Chicago
futures? Answers are that they can be so long as prices at the nondelivery
positions have a functional relationship with those at the delivery point. It is
only necessary that the futures prices be representative of the general level of
prices and that prices at the many locations be functionally interrelated.
Prices of a commodity at its multitude of locations are functionally interrelated by transportation costs. For each commodity some areas are surplus and
others are deficit. Therefore, commodities must move from area to area. There
is a single set of price relationships that will cause the commodity to flow in a
pattern that will just equalize supplies and requirements at all locations. Similarly, there is just one flow pattern that will minimize total transportation costs
for the required movement. A commodity is bought where it is cheapest and
sold where it is dearest, the cost of transportation taken into account. When the
price is low in a supply area, the commodity is bought and the price is bid up to
the point where purchases in that particular area cost just as much as in some
other supply area. When requirements at a particular point are larger than
receipts, prices are bid up enough to pull the commodity away from some other
destination until an equilibrium flow and price pattern is achieved.
A delivery point on futures contracts must take its place in relation to other
points. If the price at the delivery point is too high in relation to that at other
destinations, a disproportionate supply will be attracted that will weigh heavily
on the delivery point price, putting it back to its equilibrium relationship. If the
delivery point price is too low, supplies will be inadequate for local use and
shipping demand and the price will be bid up to an equilibrium level. That is,
the delivery point price is no different from the price at any other point. It must
be at its equilibrium level in the total spatial price pattern.
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The actual purchase and sale decisions are made by merchants. They seek out
the lowest purchasing points and highest selling points. They make purchases
and sales without regard to whether the commodity can actually move between
the two points. They base both purchases and sales on the expectations that
distorted relationships will be restored to normal and that a profitable outlet
will be found for the purchase and a profitable source of supply will be found
for the sale. In this connection, futures markets become another source of
supply for sales and another outlet for purchases.
Merchants are active and competitive. They do not let distortions become
very large before they take corrective actions. The price surface for a commodity may be likened to the waves on the surface of a lake. It is never quite at
rest, each individual spot moving up and down, traveling over a large aggregate
distance but getting nowhere. The waves on the commodity price surface are
kept small by the actions of merchants.
The thing that lends fascination to all of this is that it is never certain just
what the equilibrium set of price relationships is. Price relationships over space
do change and, at times, such changes may be large. One reason for this variation is changes in supply and use by areas. Specific regions have different surpluses of supplies for use in different years, and others have different excesses
of demands over local supplies in different years. Some regions shift from
surplus to deficit from year to year, and some regions have a surplus at some
seasons and a deficit at others. Changing supply and use patterns require
changing price differences to generate an optimum commodity flow.
A second reason for the differences in price relationships is that transportation rates and modes change. Such changes are frequent and have a major
impact on price relationships. As transportation rates change, price relationships
must also change if supplies and uses are to remain in balance over space.
A third reason for the variation is imperfection in the process of establishing
the equilibrium set of differences. It is not possible to know just what set of
relationships will optimize commodity flow. As a result, errors are made and
price relationships become distorted. Such errors are the stuff out of which
merchants record losses.
Artificial Distortions

This discussion of price relationships over time and space had assumed effective competition and the absence of distortion related to the operation of futures
markets. Yet we saw in Chapter 4 that markets have not always been without
suggestion of distortion resulting from futures trading; in fact, the history of
futures trading in the latter part of the 19th century had the appearance of
being more disruptive than not. Nor were such suggestions left in the last
century. Modern futures trading is continually subjected to criticism on the basis
that it results in distortion of prices between times and between prices at de-
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livery points and outside points. We will delay discussion of the question of
manipulation to a later point and content ourselves for now with some warnings
for users of markets.
One possible distortion relates to an inadequate supply at the delivery point.
The open interest at the beginning of a delivery month invariably exceeds the
deliverable supply. Effective liquidation is dependent upon the willingness of
longs to sell out. If supplies are small, longs may persist, forcing prices above
spatial equilibrium levels. Such distortion will, in due course, attract additional
supplies, forcing restoration of price equilibrium. But due course may be longer
than the time allotted for settling contracts or the shorts may elect to sustain
losses rather than go through with the process of obtaining supplies and moving
them into position. As we have seen, speculators are numerous and generally
have quite small positions. They are not very strong opponents of the large
scale operators who might stand pat.
This kind of a distortion works to the disadvantage of the outside hedger. It
results in a loss in the value of his cash position relative to his futures position.
It is also disadvantageous to the small scale speculator who ventures to be short.
The defense against this kind of unhappy occurrence is quite simple: Stay out of
the delivery month. As we have noted, the delivery game is one played between
the terminal merchants and large scale speculators.
The other side of this coin of delivery point shortage is artificial delivery
point abundance. It is sometimes suggested that large scale merchants put more
supplies in delivery positions than would be profitable except for purposes of
advantage in futures operations. They may simply put large supplies in delivery
position to aid in forcing wider carrying charges. This can not be profitable on
those inventories alone but most such merchants and warehousemen also operate
large amounts of space in outside locations; a terminal merchant in Kansas
City may own a line of country elevators that he has full of hedged grain.
Losses might be sustained on the terminal operation to protect the profitability
of outside points.
A second and more sinister part of this game is to move large amounts into
position, sell futures contracts against it, and sell additional contracts. Delivery
is expected to depress the price so that any small losses taken on the hedged
supplies are more than offset by speculative profits from the short sales. This is
one of the games that was alleged to have been played with onions and the
allegation was a factor in banning futures trading in onions.
Any of this type of distortion that exists is helpful to the outside short
hedger. It strengthens his cash price relative to the futures and increases his
profits. It is harmful to the outside long hedger; it reduces the value of his
futures position without reducing his procurement cost. The long speculator is
also hurt. Again, the defense is simple: Stay off of the long side of the delivery
month contracts when delivery point supplies are large.

